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Nikki shared that the Jr. High did a study about school attendance and found that the absences jump
hugely in February. Sickness, and vacations?
Chad from Bell Photography
Bell donates to the foundation. They are all locally produced, and family owned. They have uniforms,
and really work on being visible for security sake.
Bell pays the sales tax on their photos. Standard packages for all of staff and students. Complimentary
packages, they retouch the faculty portraits. Very comprehensive photography and printing. We are
interested in the visitor badges.
Jan Hobbs from Inter-State Studio
The photographers are certified. They go to extensive training twice a year. A couple of pictures for
each student. The students can “take a peek” at their picture to see if they like their picture. They pride
themselves on being good with SpED and FSkills. Grow up program. They photograph on a green
screen. Highest quality paper. Customer service is a point of pride. They aren’t in Davis yet. They have
quite a few schools in Logan and northward. Safe school cards are available for not extra charge.
Eastman Adams
They are our current photographers. Our prices are the lowest because we don’t do a lot of extras.
They have real photographers. Everyone that works for them really care. They can do visitor tags. No
background check, but they know their people personally. They’ve never hired anyone they don’t know.
They focus on elementary schools. They work further south, Canyons etc.
Brian – Life Touch
No extra charge for backgrounds. They like parents to go online so that they can customize their
packets. Each sheet can be a different item. They have merged with Shutterfly. Everyone that
purchases this fall, you get a $30.00 book from Shutterfly. My family rewards account. You log in with
your email address they give you coupons towards your next order.
I had to leave to teach Mrs. Palmer’s Class

